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ABB in the virtual world
Anders Lindh, Training & Area Sales Manager, Sweden

Since 2005, ABB has been heavily involved in the simulator 
business. The primary reason that ABB chose to develop a simulator 
was that customers realised that training new operators was both 
difficult and costly and they often complained over lack of training 
time. Today’s organisations are much more streamlined than before 
and equipment is extremely expensive. And what company wants 
to risk training newcomers in machinery worth millions of dollars? 
These factors have led ABB to setting the goal of developing a 
product that will meet the highest possible standards.

State-of-the-art training package
The ABB ‘simulator project’ began with researching the simulator 
world. There were several suppliers, but none that were in the 
actual crane business. ABB decided that the simulator had to be 
built upon ABB’s own software and hardware. This would also 
enable research and development in the crane department.

ABB also came to the conclusion that the product must be 
more than just a simulator, as the teaching method was just as 
important as the equipment. The ABB Crane Driver Training 
Package contains a ‘full scale’ simulator, adapted to a specific crane 
(if desired), and includes correct environments as well as course 
curriculum for both operators and instructors.

The ABB simulator was first shown at TOC 2005 Europe in 
Antwerp, and later the same year released as a product at TOC 
2005 Americas in Savannah, Georgia. From the very start it 
was a huge success, judging by the amount of customer interest 
shown. The reason for the positive response was that ABB, a 
leading company in supplying the port-/crane industry with 
electrical systems, was now the only company to also support 

their customers with an entirely new form of training. ABB, 
together with Swedish software company (Oryx) and skilled 
crane instructors (Port of Göteborg), had managed to develop 
a complete training package. The RTG application has been 
available since late 2007, and as of Q1 2008, a Dual Hoist.

Double trolley application is also available.

ABB Crane Driver Training Package
ABB has combined the general benefits of simulators, such as cost 
efficiency, availability, safe driving, and fast ROI etc, with new 
ideas and methods, distancing ABB from its competitors.

The ABB Crane Driver Training Package contains everything 
you need to achieve the best possible outcome. It’s not just a 
simulator – it’s a complete training system, with well thought out 
scenarios which enable realistic ‘step by step’ training.

The ABB Crane Driver Training Package is not a computer 
game, where the driver is exploring his way through an unknown 
world, or testing his capacity or intelligence against a target.

No, the training program follows a well defined learning path 
where the driver moves step by step through the complexity 
of today’s crane operation. By following a ‘learning by doing’ 
approach and a well thought out learning/scenario plan, which 
is supervised by an experienced instructor, drivers train both their 
minds and actions for safe and optimal operation.

Scenarios include most of the common situations found in port 
operations, but start on a very basic level. Hoisting, controlling sway, 
and safety checks are some of the basic exercises. Discharging and 
loading containers to and from various types of vessels, and during 
bad weather conditions, are some of the more difficult exercises.

The Dual hoist simulation provides realistic training without compromising safety. 
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A screenshot of RTG training. The simulator provides operators with valuable training time in life-like situations.

ABB Crane Systems’ main mission is the efficient and optimised handling of 

containers, bulk materials and steel products in ports, power plants and steel mills.

The productivity and quality of the installations are improved in a cost-effective 

way by applying total solutions based on knowledge of the customer’s processes.
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Together with the instructor, the Crane Driver Training 
Package will have the drivers prepared for the outside world.

Pedagogical support, in forms of course documentation, is 
important for all learning. The Crane Driver Training Package 
includes both driver and instructor manuals, containing illustrative 
colour pictures and text with easily comprehensible information 
and targets for each training scenario.

The Instructor Manual is more specific, and also contains 
educational and training tips and advice. Track records are vital to 
the success of any training- and education course, both for driver 
and instructor. Track records enable you to see learning progress, 
set targets, and follow up.

Such things as total driving time, collisions, dangerous driving 
and moves/hour are examples of what can be recorder. It’s also 
easy to show path runs and compare the ideal run.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is easy to use, and thanks 
to such features sorting drivers, checking results/abilities and 
scenarios completed is easy to do.

The most important difference compared with other suppliers 
is the high degree of realism, which is primarily due to exact 
dynamics. Physics calculations are based on state-of-the-art 
technology. Realistic physics enables training with ‘problems’ 
like guiding system malfunctions, jammed containers, etc. It 
also enables training of container positioning, with very high 
precision, where everything behaves as it does in the real world. 
Other features include:

•  Scalable technology

•  Hardware setup, from motion chair to complete motion cabin, 
also includes ordinary ABB control system

•  All versions can easily fit into a 40' HC container.

•  Well structured training with fixed scenarios, enabling correct 
evaluation of drivers/operators in the best possible way

•  Step by step training with increasing complexity, to ensure best 
driver/operator competence with highest possible quality.

Research & development
ABB communicates with crane users around the world on an 
ongoing basis, and this communication provides important input/
feedback upon which to build further development in this sector.

ABB promises to provide a simulator that is as close to the real 
crane as possible. When new crane technology is adopted, it’s 
also adopted in the simulator. The ABB simulator is so accurate 
that it’s used in-house for R&D, with excellent results and saving 
hundreds of working hours. A marketing container with simulator 
equipment (among other features) is currently out on a global Road 
Show. The Road Show features the latest technology in STS and 
yard automation. It will also be demonstrating remote operating 
functionality, and both STS and RMG remote operation.

This, along with the world’s first dual hoist simulation with 
actual Crane Controller software, makes a visit to the Road Show 
worthwhile. The Road Show gives customers a glimpse into the 
future, showing them how their terminal could possibly look in 
years to come. Of course, the ABB Crane Driver

Training Package consists of all the above, when applicable.

Summary
With ABB products, excellent physics and dynamics, and scenarios 
which follow a well defined learning path, the crane driver/operator 
training will be both effective and fun and bring a new dimension 
to training. The high degree of realism enables operators to be 
operational ready with a minimum of training time in an actual 
crane, which naturally saves time and money. Higher quality, better 
production, less damage, and fewer accidents ensures increased profit. 
Maximum output from minimum input, this is the key ethos.

Thanks to the crane control software – this simulator is 
extremely realistic, championing the motto ‘your simulator is your 
crane’. The results have produced a state-of-the-art simulator, 
customised to emulate the customers’ own equipment. And

What is better than being able to train your personnel in your 
own equipment, without using a real crane?


